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MBL presents its new mbl 120 loudspeaker
The Berlin high-end audio developer MBL proudly presents the latest newcomer to its new
generation of loudspeakers. Answering to the name of “mbl 120“, this new Radialstrahler or
“radial beamer” has been specially engineered for medium-sized rooms and can be used as a shelf
speaker or a fully fledged room installation using the stands that come with it. Technically
speaking, the mbl 120 uses the same new enclosure concept that has already been applied to its
legendary brothers and sisters. The tweeter and midrange frequencies use the latest cutting-edge
Radialstrahler units for an exceptionally natural and lifelike spatial sound experience of the kind
which has become the hallmark of MBL. Aligned in a push-push configuration, the two long-stroke
lower midrange drivers are mounted on a solid aluminum block to eliminate unwanted cabinet
resonance while the proprietary subsonic filter also reduces chassis oscillation and enables further
enhancement of the bass level. Particularly meticulous attention has been lavished on the
elegance and harmony of design, paving the way for the introduction of a number of special
refinements. Thus the head plate of the speaker stand disappears into a recess of the enclosure
and the cables inside the stand are aligned on a ground level position, thereby eliminating
unsightly hanging wires. Production of the new mbl 120 speaker is at MBL’s own factory using
only the finest materials under compliance with the most rigorous quality standards. The result is
a loudspeaker that combines technical maturity with sophistication of design to offer the ultimate
in listening pleasure with its unparalleled musical soundstage. The mbl 120 comes in high quality
piano lacquer finish in black, white or silver and will be available from May 2010. The
manufacturer’s recommended price is € 15,600 (including stands).
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